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5EPRAE – 5th ENCOUNTER ON PRACTICES OF

RESEARCH IN ARTS EDUCATION

9 – 10 FEBRUARY 2017



Programme

9th february

09h30 - registration

10h00 - 5EPRAE, The challenges of an encounter - Catarina S. Martins

10h30 - Luís Castro Paupério “Translation as a politic of potentiality; or, if translation constitutes

itself as an aporia”

11h00 - Henrique Portovedo “Performance Augmentation: An hybrid augmentation based on

gestural behaviour”

coffee break

12h00 - Mário Azevedo “The submerged voice. Or, How silence has lost its voice.”

PERFORMANCE- CONFERENCE

lunch

14h30 - Marta Ornelas "Young people and contemporary art museums in a postmodern era"

15h00 - Marika Orenius “Gaps in artistic agency and in artistic education”

coffee break

15h45 - Fátima Cunha “Identity of the Terena People: valorizing the past and looking at the future"

16h15 - Rita Rainho “Unmaking the place of art history in the African continent and the Islands of

Cape Verde”

10th february

10h00 - John Baldacchino “«Escapologies»: Art as an exit pedagogy"

coffee break

11h30 - Sofia Ré “Arts Education: between reflections, inevitabilities and boundaries”

12h00 - Amalia Giannoutsu “Performing a PI(E)CE: An arts-based educational research that

produces embodied narratives with adolescents”

12h30 - Lara Soares “Negotiation: an essay of subjectivation”

lunch

14h30 - Marta Coelho Valente “Possibilities for educational discourses in museums: proposals and

educational discourses of the Douro Museum”

15h00 - Mariana Mendes Delgado “68° North Latitude. Twilights of memories, identities, and

events offshore the arts education’s horizon”

coffee break

15h45 - Maria do Carmo Sarmento “Specific individual curriculum and the experience of clay

modeling”

16h15 - Susana Ribeiro WORKSHOP “Lab Color Sense”
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Translation as a politic of potentiality; or, if translation constitutes itself as an aporia.



Abstract

Neste encontro, assumindo o caráter processual do trabalho, em corrente construção e

reconstrução, tentarei articular a dimensão que a tradução, o ato de traduzir, pode ter, com

conceitos que não só complementam esse ato, como serão também definidores desse

mesmo momento ou movimento. A partir da oposição entre o que é do domínio do senso

comum relativamente ao território da tradução e o que pretendo entender acerca desse

mesmo território, tentando construir um plano de investigação e de pensamento —

demonstrando um movimento linear e tentando expor outro que é derivativo—, trabalho a

partir de Jacques Derrida e Giorgio Agamben —com Paul Ricoeur como ponto de partida—,

tentando oferecer a instigação de que a tradução poderá existir, ter a sua razão de ser,

enquanto pensamento aporético.

In this encounter, assuming the processual character of the work, in current construction and

reconstruction, I will try to articulate the dimension that translation, the act of translating, may

have, with concepts that not only complement that act, but will also be defining of that

precise moment or those movements. Opposing what relies in the common sense of the

territory of translation and what I intend to understand about that same territory, trying to build

a plan of research and thought —demonstrating a linear movement and trying to expose

another one which is derivative—, I work from Jacques Derrida and Giorgio Agamben —with

Paul Ricœr as a starting point— trying to instigate that translation may exist, have its purpose,

as an aporetical way of thought.
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Translations

In “Sobre a Tradução”, Paul Ricœur mentions two ways of accesing the consequences of the

act of translating: one which is more constrained, as the verbal message in an idiom which is

not the original; and another, wider, synonym for the interpretation of whichever signifying unit

within the same community (Ricœur, 2005). As the consequence to an act, the translation.

Translation is here evoked by Ricœur as a result, i.e., a thing which comes from another

thing, a thing which springs back from something. I won’t be a fool to say a result is final,

because it will always be questionable, but if this thing defines itself as a result, if a result is

considered a result as such, we’re dealing with a concept that encloses an action. A result

—as such— represents a limit. The original text and the translated text —the result— define

the circumscription of a process between A and B, which from a logical point of view has a

dimension of linearity, direct, something inscribed within the domain of eﬃciency. But is this

result honest? For that matter, is this result a result as such? We won’t go on with this

question, for now.

This conception of translation is focused on translation as a consequence of a process and it

is the notion of what translation can be within the common sense. Translation, in portuguese

tradução, from the latin traductĭo,ōnis, means to carry in triumph. Translation, the english

word, comes from translatio, in latin, which means to be carried across. There is a victory, a

consequence to this. Be it as a triumph, as a success, as an arrival. It seems to me that this

association may sit on the layer of superficiality because it doesn’t allow translation, or the act

of it, to be anything else. So, starting from a beginning, it reduces itself to something which

will eventually close down, interrupting itself by its own consummation.

It’s not within this logic I intend to move myself, but rather contemplating translation as the

process which has as a consequence that result; translation as the action of doing it. I’m not

concerned with the triumph, but with what gets there. To not consider translation as the result

of an analysis of an object, things or points of view, but as the act that fills the space

between two objects, the scrutinized and the outcome of that scrutiny.

I will try to explain: translation is a paradoxal action because it presumes the starting point

and the finish line but does not define the lines between the two; there is a beginning, yes,

where an object contains and evokes things, read by an interpreter who transfers these

things to a diﬀerent code aiming the same intelligibility. There is a message to be maintained

and carried throughout a course. It’s precisely on this (these) movement(s) —non linear—

that I want to put my hands, on this tottery swinging between one thing and the other,

without one thing being exactly the other, even though it has to. On these tests of

movements, these hesitant gestures, that mean to pull the correct string out of a million. We

will get back to the swinging later on.



Possibility within the Impossibility?

A translation —as a result—, coarsely putting it, has as its purpose the mirroring of a

situation, i.e., the ability to provide a correspondence to the first body —body, becasuse I

would like to spread this discussion beyond the literary field. This means that the body which

is the object of scrutiny has to be the same after it is scrutinized to be transformed into a

diferent code. Isn’t this odd? That a thing which is scrutinized to be the same thing

transforms into the same thing? How can one thing be another thing and yet the same? How

can there be a transformation if one thing remains the same? I said coarsely because I doubt

that the goal in discussion is precisely reachable, just as a translation is not. Reordering: how

can one thing remain the same if it suﬀers a transformation? Let’s get back to the question: is

translation a result as such? If the consequence of the act of translation is not to be one

thing, being it, then translation isn’t just an outcome, it is the cause of the process which

carries it to itself.

Considering two distinct things, we consider a border between them, something which

separates them making them autonomous in their meaning and consequently their

comprehensibility. What separates them, defines them as well. Jacques Derrida uses the

expression “limits of truth”, between quotation marks, to demonstrate two realities inherent to

it; on the one hand considering the “limits of truth” as something indicative: “truth is precisely

limited, finite, and confined within its borders. In sum truth is not everything (…) truth is finite

(…) truth, it’s finished” (Derrida, 1993, p.1), on the other hand as a “law of a negative

prescription”(Derrida, 1993, p.1): “the limits of truth are borders that must not be

exceeded” (Derrida, 1993, p.1). With this passage, Jacques Derrida concisely defines a

common aspect between these two realities: “In both these cases it remains that a certain

border crossing does not seem impossible” (Derrida, 1993, p.1-2). Then, he mentions

Cicero as being always “attentive to the crossing of borders between languages” (Derrida,

1993, p.5).

Let’s go back to our question: but what if we have equal things? The line betwen them

doesn’t exist; they are the same and therefore coincidental. Their limits are coincidental. How

can you cross a river when its sides are the same? If the translation intends to be what it is

translating, how can it be another thing if not precisely that? In this impossiblity we can find its

possibility: translate what is untranslatable because one thing cannot be another without

transforming itself. Translation as an act occurs along the line, it defines its own limit because

it doesn’t exist until that moment. If the translation is possible, it is so through itself, through

the same act it implies and that’s why the act of it becomes an aporetic thought and the

outcome of it an aporia: translation, as such, is impractical being that “the best translation

possible is the best translation possible” (Derrida, 2001, p.179). If it is circumstancially, it



cannot be absolutely. The translation will always be a quasi-translation. These tests of

movements, these hesitant gestures, that mean to pull the correct string out of a million

strings, this swinging looking for something which is yet to come, can mean something more,

can enable the crossing, the endless experience of the aporia contains in itself the possibility

of translation.

The Place for Potentiality

Let’s focus, for now, on Giorgio Agamben and his texts regarding the concept of potentiality.

Analysing Aristotle, Agamben defines two kinds of potentiality. First, one generic, seen in a

binary relation in relation to what updates itself, i.e., potentiality is potentiality precisely

because it is not updated in the world. A child has the potentiality for learning, so that

potentiality’s expected to be developed in a particular way: this process implies a change

and it’s that change, shaped as its annunciation, which defines the child’s potentiality

(Agamben, 2000).

The child, under this binary logic, has the potentiality to something which is expected from it.

A previously stipulated update. It implies the beginning of a dimension, of a knowledge, and

its very own demise. The update suﬃces itself, obeying to this binary logic, of eﬃciency,

complying with itself. It closes a cycle, it destroys the place of potentiality. There is an

expected outcome and it’s expected that this outcome fills the space of what lacks the

subject. It’s a dual logic of being able to, and not being able to. Therefore, it seems to me

that —like what was mentioned regarding translation as a result— that this association can sit

on the layer of superficiality. It is a linear process, supported on predictability.

It is, however, the other kind of potentiality that I intend to consider as of relevance towards

translation: to have a privation. Beyond being able to or not being able to, being able to not.



A Friend

Now, returning to Derrida’s point, and to close my suggestions for the subjects to be

discussed, that “the best translation possible is the best translation possible” (Derrida, 2001,

p.179): this is the almost everything. The best possible is indeed the best possible, it is

something which is circumstancial, not absolute, it is the closest. The most similar without

being it. I would like to focus now on Giorgio Agamben’s text regarding the Friend —“O

Amigo” as it is called in its translation to portuguese, which is the one I’m considering—

where he intimately connects friendship to the definition of philosophy (Agamben, 2015).

Even more particularly: the passage regarding Giovanni Serodine’s painting, “Il commiato dei

santi Pietro e Paolo condotti al martirio”; Agamben considers that the singularity of this



painting relies upon the way Saint Peter and Saint Paul are pictured: facing each other so

closely that it is impossible for them to see each other, impossible for one to recognize the

other if to recognize someone depended solely on sight, holding each other’s hands —a

detail in the painting which is more discreet, contributing to the intimacy in the moment.

Agamben considers this painting as a perfect allegorical representation of friendship

(Agamben, 2015). I would like this situation of extreme proximity to not be forgoteen. But we

will get back to this later.

In the text, Agamben analyses a particular passage from Aristotle, commenting it in parts.

Six, to be precise. There are three thesis that Agamben enounces, from Aristotle, that I would

like to bring up: there is equivalence in being and in living, in feeling one’s own existence and

feeling one’s own life; within that feeling of existence there is another feeling: co-feeling the

friend’s existence; and that the friend is another self (Agamben, 2015). If one is what one is

and what one lives and if it is possible to share what one is with another, then this other is

someone who bears what one lives and what one is. This other carries the self. So this other

is the self without being it, otherwise it would be one and the same, which is not. The self

and the other, when in a relationship of friendship, are close to each other, as close as close

can be. Like Peter and Paul, so close it would be impossible for one to set a diﬀerence

between his own feelings and the other’s feelings. They carry the same existence, although

they are not a singular self. They share, or better, they partake of the same —as they eat and

drink the same.

So where does this put us in front of the translation? Jacques Derrida wrote: “I don’t know

how, or in how many languages, you can translate this word lécher when you wish to say

that one language licks another, like a flame or a caress.” (Derrida, 2001, p.75). He closed a

paragraph with this, using the french verb lécher —to lick— as a metaphor for what is

meaningful to him in his activities, as they are meaningful in the “proof of translation” (Derrida,

2001, p.75), and for his love for the word.

“(…)only in the body of its idiomatic singularity, that is, where a passion for translation comes to lick it as a flame or an

amorous tongue might: approaching as closely as possible while refusing at the last moment to treaten or to reduce(…)

leaving the other body intact but not without causing the other to appear(…) after having aroused or excited a desire for

the idiom, for the unique body of the other, in the flame’s flicker or through a tongue’s caress.”

DERRIDA, Jacques (2001). What is a “Relevant” Translation? in Critical Inquiry 27 (174-200).!



I would like to reflect upon this approach: it is more than an approach as there is a contact.

Therefore it is not an approach, it may be the closest thing to an approach, but not an

approach. To lick with one’s tongue, as ethereal as it may be, implies a contamination. This

small, ever so slight touch, separates a relationship of friendship of something else. The other

self and the self become coincident even if only at a small point. This point is where the

translation stops being what it is and becomes something else. Or does it?
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the augmentation on an acoustic instrument, the

saxophone in two layers of possible augmentation. Augmented

instruments are acoustic instruments that are prepared and mounted

in order to provide extra sonic controls and variables. The first layer

of augmentation is directly connected to the instrument while the

second layer is connected to the instrument and the performer itself.

The use of this second layer of augmentation, through reactive and

interactive systems, can be used in order to create a role in musical

communication and creation, as their musical meaning are processed

by the listener at the same time as they caracterize and distinguish

performers. Gestures seem to act as metaphors, which can be

associated with endless things and originate multiple meanings. It is

explored, as well, how this system can serve for the recovery and

recasting of pieces using electronics and external devices.
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1.INTRODUCTION

This augmented system for saxophone was motivated by the need

to perform pieces with a common aesthetic whiten using electronic

means. These pieces share the need for control devices in order to

be performed. The repertoire for saxophone and electronics is

growing in a huge scale, from pieces using stomp boxes or control

pedals for different triggering or fading, to pieces requiring the

manipulation of knobs. These controllers, by their nature devices

that separate sound production (synthesis) and performer gesture

(control), have subsequently generated an increased interest in the

study of compositional mapping strategies for computer music [4].

From our experience, we conclude that the act of controlling

external devices while performing an instrument is changing

completely traditional performance practice, contributing to new

performative gestures and virtuosity. This system was thought, in

first instance, to solve problems on the performance of existing

pieces, reducing external activity from the act of manipulating the

saxophone. Focusing all activity of performing a piece on the

instrument, like in a classical musical situation, relates directly to

tradicional performance practice. One aspect that we like to

highlight is that this systems can be applied to any saxophone, the

concept allows this augmentation kit to be placed in the sopranino

or in the baritone saxophone. If the work started with the idea of



problem solving regarding to existing repertoire, new repertoire and

improvisational performance led to the development of an hybrid

system including the Myo armband as a sensor of involuntary

gestures, giving musical signification to personal playing position

and muscle beaviour. This system can be divided in two devices,

one attached to the saxophone and another to the body of the

performer. The second device is considered, in our perspective, an

holistic extension of the first.

The term augmented in this article is defined as “the addition of

several sensors, providing performers the ability to control extra

sound or musical parameters”. NOTE We further define augmented

instrument as an interface comprising sensors that capture gestures

for controlling digital effects and synthesis. The term gesture is

generally defined in this article as “any human action used to

generate sounds. The term refers to actions such as grasping,

manipulation and non-contact movements, as well as to generate

voluntary body movements” [6].



2.Background

In contemporary music aesthetics, the saxophone is one of the

instruments with more production of repertoire written for. Mixed

works are raising new possibilities for extending the timbral range of

acoustic instruments, the harmonic richness sound of the saxophone,

lends itself well to endless transformations [5].

Notable attempts at augmenting the saxophone have sacrificed that

actual acoustic instrument sound for MIDI control possibilities. The

Synthophone, considered one of the firsts MIDI saxophones, tried to

preserve the tactile interface of the saxophone but not its acoustic

sound, making the saxophone body being used only for the housing

of the electronics. Some other models preserved both the electronics

and acoustic sound of the instrument, as it´s the case of Burtner´s

Metasaxophone. Preserving the same instrumental gesture, where

one gesture accounts for one musical function, taking in

consideration breath pressure, lip pressure and key values, are being

created new electronic instruments [3], one of these instruments is the

Akai´s EWI 5000.

Another case of an attempt to augment the saxophone was

experienced recently be Henrique Portovedo performing with

SAMPO. This system developed by Alexander Mihalic, an

electroacoustic system with eight pedals that allows musicians to

access the signal processing parameters and control in real time

through gestures with the purpose of giving musicians an effective
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